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Central banks and digital ledger technology governance

An expanding market
Central banks and financial system regulators around
the world are asking themselves how blockchain is
going to change their technology underpinnings and
those of the commercial banks and financial
institutions they regulate. These executives are
especially concerned about the non-functional
requirements for blockchain.
Their concerns are warranted. The global blockchain
market is expected to grow to USD 5.43 billion by
2023 – a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
57.6 percent.1 And a recent survey revealed that
91 percent of banks plan to invest in blockchain
solutions for deposit taking by 2018.2
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Emerging questions
In our discussions about applying distributed

Financial stability

Governance

ledger technology and smart contracts to

Financial stability can result when central banks

Governance of blockchain implementations

aspects of the financial system, we received

manage the operational risks of a financial

requires both technical and policy oversight.

many questions pertaining to blockchain’s

system’s components in a way that fosters

Blockchain implementations typically involve a

non-functional attributes, including:

resiliency and smooth operation. Going forward,

network of participants and multiple services

stability will also depend on how the blockchain-

providers’ systems and technologies, making

based solution is governed and by whom

governance more complex than it is with

– hence the governance discussion and the

in-house systems or hierarchical networks.4

• How might blockchain affect
financial stability?
• How should central banks continue to
manage the governance of blockchain
technology?
• What do regulators need to know about
consensus mechanisms?
• What are the considerations for operational
risk and resilience?
• How do “regulator nodes” figure into risk
management of blockchain networks?

potential use of regulatory nodes.

For technical governance, central banks should

Central banks should strive to ensure that

consider the source, currency and integrity of

systemically important applications and

the underlying blockchain fabric used as key

processes that rely on blockchain technology

issues when designing and operating

are designed and reviewed against agreed-

applications that apply blockchain technology.

upon standards, created by central banks, as

When a smart contract is used in conjunction

part of the governance approach. Central banks

with a blockchain-based application,

should also consider the usability of new

governance can be more complex.

blockchain-based solutions and approaches,

Considerations for “chaincode” governance

especially in the context of stakeholder

include the specification of the chaincode

engagement, accessibility, fair trading and

(especially the quality of coding), the fit to

dispute resolution, to support smooth operation

the business language (which articulates

in the real economy.3

the desired outcome) and the quality of the
documentation that links the business outcome
requirements to the chaincode implementation.
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For policy governance, central banks should

Consensus

Operational risk and resilience

consider the tradeoffs of blockchain and

Consensus is the mechanism by which

Blockchain technology, as implemented in

chaincode implementations, starting with the

participants in a blockchain-based network

distributed ledgers and smart contracts,

consensus algorithm used. Next, they should

agree on the data within transactions. In open,

focuses on the intersection of internal and

evaluate questions of availability versus

permissionless blockchains, such as Bitcoin or

external processes and the people and the

consistency, security versus throughput, and

Ethereum, the most common consensus

systems who interact with them. As a result,

access. When blockchain and smart contracts

mechanism is “proof of work.” Proof of work

blockchain may either be a source of – or a

are being used to support a new way of doing

requires participants to solve a complex

solution to – operational risks, including the

business, then the governance considerations

problem with specialized computers, thereby

resiliency of the processes.7

may include the availability and use of manual

allowing a new block to be written to the chain

processes to mitigate the potential risks of

while providing a reward (such as Bitcoins or

the contracts and the inability of achieving

Ether) for creating consensus.5

consensus, similar to exception processing
in traditional systems.

Central banks need to apply the same principles
for operational risk as are applied to important
systems, focusing on the resiliency of chaincode

In private, permissioned blockchains such as

and recognizing that multiple technologies and

Hyperledger Fabric, achieving consensus is

participants will be involved. The following is a

generally simpler than it is for public blockchains

checklist for reviewing plans for addressing the

because all participants are known.

resiliency of blockchain-based systems:

From a central bank’s perspective, the

• Operational performance: Provide the

important consideration is whether the

necessary capacity to meet peak and

consensus algorithm in a particular use case

peak-peak processing requirements and

actually achieves the consensus desired

growth demands.

securely, at a reasonable cost and within a
reasonable amount of time.6
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• Systems availability (unplanned): Articulate

• Ability to test/validate/certify: Design

latency): Design in the ability to handle

the amount of time permitted when

requirements for sufficient hardware capacity

network failures, so if one occurs and a node

transactions cannot be processed during

and isolations to support regression testing,

is unavailable in the blockchain-based

normal operating hours.

performance testing, pre-production testing

business network, records can still be written
and consensus achieved.
• Operational performance (exception
handling): Design for potential errors or
failures in chaincode execution, with a
combination of exception handling and
alternate routing to both write to the
blockchain and interact with off-blockchain
processes.
• Systems availability (planned): Call out any
times reserved for hardware and software
maintenance and upgrades, testing, intrusive
security audits and system restarts.

• Data integrity: Agree upon and document the

and validate results.

number of lost transactions and associated

• Security: Implement the security framework

data loss that will be allowed in the design.

so that when writing to the blockchain and

• Business continuity: Agree upon and
document the human and technology support
required to continue: reading and writing to the
blockchain, achieving consensus, executing
smart contracts and interfacing with traditional
systems if the infrastructure hosting the
blockchain nodes is unavailable.
• Manageability: Ensure that provisions are
included in the design specification for software
version control and configuration management,
hot hardware upgrade mechanisms and
replacement, end-to-end monitoring,
operational alerts and control tools.

appending it after consensus is reached, the
underlying infrastructure and interfaces are
secure from threats such as penetration,
spoofing and Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks.
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Regulatory nodes and risk
management

Understanding the risks and rewards of
blockchain technology

Whatever approach or mixture of approaches a

Some implementations of blockchain

Blockchain technology continues to evolve and

central banks have a means and mechanism to

technology include a read-only regulator node

will for some time to come. The drivers of these

understand the development and application

that can see all records added to the blockchain

changes will come from a broad range of

of blockchain technology. Banks should

in real time and a full audit trail of those that have

entities – from start-ups to established IT

welcome central banks’ interest in blockchain.

been appended. For applications critical to the

vendors, and from financial institutions to

In a recent survey, 56 percent of banking

financial system, we recommend the use of

industrial companies.

executives identified regulatory constraints

Central banks will need to consider how to stay

as a barrier to using blockchain; it was the

regulatory nodes to actively manage the
potential risks of that application of blockchain
technology. In this context, active participation
calls for the regulatory body to perform (or
block) transactions primarily to manage
systemic risk.

abreast of developments and setbacks
associated with the technology. One approach
is to actively support start-up incubators.8
Another is to establish an advisory council
composed of key stakeholders. Still another is to

Central banks should review their role in

form an ongoing working group that engages

proposed blockchain-based applications or

with everyone working with blockchain

solutions and take a position on whether insight

technology, thereby fostering the in-house

about the blockchain is made available by

skills necessary to evaluate proposed use

means of regulatory nodes. That insight could

cases critically.

be a benefit for central banks.

central bank may choose, it is important that all

most cited response.9
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Experts on this topic
Looking ahead
Blockchain is evolving from a novel technology
into an important asset for the transformation of
business-to-business networks. Many of the
blockchain use cases under discussion include
banks and financial markets participants both
directly (clearing and settlement, reference) and
indirectly (trade finance, supply chain finance
and asset ownership authentication).
The level of transformation under consideration for
many basic intercompany banking processes can
be a source of risk to the financial system and even
the economy. Choosing wisely from among the
various forms of distributed ledger technologies
is an increasingly critical decision for central
bank executives.
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